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• Considerable gap between our 
best estimates of the required 
and the available computing 
resources for Run3 and Run4 
(HL-LHC)
– Flat budgets assumed → rely on 

technology advancements 
(≈15%/year for CPU and 25% for 
disk?)

HL-LHC operating parameters 
increase computing scale on many 
levels

• Trigger rates: ≈10x increase

• Average pile-up: ≈10x increase

Motivation

Source: B. Panzer
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Resource estimates: ATLAS
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Resource estimates: CMS

Source: E. Sexton Kennedy, T. Boccali, LHCC meeting 4



• To overcome this problem, paradigm changes will be needed

– Integrate “cheaper” resources (→Grid vs. Cloud, opportunistic, etc.)

– Use more specialized hardware (GPUs, FPGA, etc.)

– Find more efficient algorithms (tracking, simulation, analysis, etc.)
• Find optimal trade-off between precision, computing time and data size

– Optimize data retention policies
• Keep only 1 or even zero copies of RAW data?

– Make sure that the computing resources are an optimal match for the 
loads and can be fully utilized
• Reduce inefficiencies to a minimum

Motivation
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• Significant progress already happened
– Initial estimates gave a 10x – 30x gap

• There are many unknowns whose effect we must be able to 
estimate

• Understanding of the impact of detector upgrades and HL-LHC 
conditions is continuously improving

• Cost of storage and computing are comparable

Evolution of resource requirements

Resource Amount 
needed in 
2027

Unit cost in 
2017

Unit cost in 
2027

Total cost

CPU 50 MHS06 8 CHF/HS06 2 CHF/HS06 100 MCHF

Disk 5000 PB 100 CHF/TB 10 CHF/TB 50 MCHF

Numbers extracted from CMS plots and B. Panzer’s extrapolations, for CERN 6



• To make sure we really understand how we use resources and 
how well we use them, we need two things:

– A set of metrics to describe performance

– A model (or set of models) to translate physics needs and software 
performance into resource needs

• The rest of this talk presents some preliminary ideas on how we 
can achieve them

Tools
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• Several metrics are usually considered when studying application or system 
performance
– IOPS
– Throughput

• Examples: I/O rates, events/second

– Utilization
• Example: the “CPU efficiency” (CPU time/wallclock time), %CPU, “percent busy” from iostat, memory usage

– Latency
• Application’s response time, largely irrelevant for batch processing

• Often, measuring averages is not enough
– Impact of peaks can be significant for capacity planning
– Essential to be able to detect saturation

• Not obvious which metrics best characterize our applications and infrastructure
– One of the root problems of  benchmarking in our community

Performance metrics
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• Almost all HEP data processing proceeds on an event-by-event basis
– Throughput = events per second is constrained by the physics needs and 

sets the scale of computing
• Number of events acquired during an year, MC/data ratio, …

• Throughput per job/process/thread/core…

– CPU time / event × (HEP?) benchmark measures the “cost” of processing
• Proportional to the instruction count/event which measures how “complex” is the application and is 

affected e.g. by algorithm improvements

– CPU/WC time ratio measures how well CPUs are utilized, time-wise
• Usually is affected by I/O (latency, bandwidth) and by multithreading

• Intrinsically it’s > 85% in an ideal environment

– Instructions per clock (IPC) says how busy the CPU really is
• E.g. low if the CPU is stalled by memory I/O!

Workflow characterization: compute
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• Memory metrics
– Memory usage per thread

– Average memory access time?

• Storage and network metrics
– Event size: determined by the detector, physics and event model

• Large potential for optimization: trade-off between precision and size

– I/O operations per event: determined by event model and IO layer of 
software
• Also large potential for optimization: caching, data compression, etc.

– Input/output rates: strongly dependent on latency and bandwidth of 
local storage and network

Workflow characterization: data
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• Ideal case: CPU always busy, with minimal I/O wait, doing what 
we need with the least amount of instructions, fully exploiting 
parallelism
– Zero latency, infinite bandwidth (unrealistic)

– Best possible latency and bandwidth (RAM disk, PCIe SSD?) (realistic)

• Need a way to understand when I/O is a real bottleneck
– Using separate processes or threads for I/O can prevent the CPU from 

stalling (and hide the latency) if the available bandwidth is enough

– Measure event throughput vs. bandwidth tells you when the latter 
becomes a limitation (a suitable metric should be defined)

– Could the fraction of iowait for the job be a good indicator?

Understanding the metrics
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• Computing is now seen as another part of the detector

– Distinction between online and offline is becoming blurred

• Physics program + detector + offline software + computing model 
determine amount of computing, storage and network required

– Some sort of model is needed

– Estimating the cost is of compute + infrastructure + manpower + electricity 
etc. equally important (and much more difficult) but it can be decoupled
• It is also strongly dependent on local environment and funding models

Estimating resource needs (and costs)

Physics programme
+ detector + offline 

software + comp 
model

Resources required Cost of computing
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• At a basic level, resource estimation is straightforward. 
Examples (from a toy model):

– 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜(HS06) ≅ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜(HS06∙s) × 𝑅(Hz)
• Treco= 200 HS06∙s, R = 1000 Hz → CPU = 200 kHS06 at the Tier-0

– 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐾𝑡0 = 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 + 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 ≅ 𝐸𝑣𝑡𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ × 𝑆𝑟𝑎𝑤 +

𝐸𝑣𝑡𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ ×(𝑆𝑟𝑎𝑤 + 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜 + 𝑆𝐴𝑂𝐷)
• Evtsmonth = 1.5∙109, Sraw = 1 MB, Sreco = 1.5 MB, SAOD = 0.3 MB → diskT0 ≈ 6 PB at the Tier-0

– In the real world, dozens of parameters and all the details of the 
computing model must be taken into account
• Each experiment has its own tools (typically a very complex spreadsheet)

Modelling resource needs (1/3)
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• Common framework for modeling resources?
– Long ago WLCG had a common spreadsheet (the “megatable”) used by all LHC 

experiments but it “evolved” to separate implementations
– Spreadsheets became unwieldy and difficult to maintain
– It might make sense to have a common software framework to build a resource 

model
• Model should be easier to develop and maintain than with the spreadsheet
• No loss of flexibility in the definition compared to the spreadsheet
• Same results guaranteed
• Not yet clear if really wanted by the experiments

• Issues with current modeling
– Focus on capacity planning (CPU, disk, tape)
– Does not address performance and network

• Sites have very little information for optimizing their infrastructure

– Completely static and unconstrained

Modelling resource needs (2/3)
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• More types of models?

– Full characterization of workflows 
• Use performance studies’ results to add e.g. dependency on I/O performance or memory usage

• Go beyond averages

• Simulate dynamic behavior?

– Add constraints
• Evaluate the effect of bottlenecks, resource overcommitting, etc.

• Forecast scalability, saturation

Modelling resource needs (3/3)
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• Calculating actual costs can be very complicated. Several factors 
come into play

• Capex
– Servers, storage, networking

– space, power, cooling… and fire protection, cabling, racks…

• Opex
– Electricity, salaries, licenses, …

• Costs highly dependent not just on scale but also on
– Scenario: New data center, expansion, consolidation, relocation, …

– SLA and required performance

Modelling cost
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Actual cost estimation example
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Cost model example
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• LHC experiments are using cloud 
resources since some years 
already

• The cost is still higher than with 
owned resources, but not much 
higher

– Assuming it will keep decreasing, it 
will become competitive

Cloud resources
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• WLCG is discussing the need of a WG since some time and the 
decision was taken at the latest WLCG workshop

• Tentative mandate
– Bring together workload and infrastructure experts (sites and experiments) 

to agree on  common  suitable metrics

– Identify a set of reference workloads and meter them in different 
environments as input data for the model

– Build the model and verify it by predicting resource usage of the reference 
workloads with respect to changes in the execution environment

– Provide a few examples of mapping the model to local cost

– Covering a small and a medium sized site

• Participation open to everybody interested

Working group
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• Resources in WLCG will be more and more constrained in the next years
– Attention is focusing on increasing efficiency

• Performance studies aimed at a more detailed characterization of workflows 
are needed

• A model to accurately estimate resource needs and best allocate spending is 
needed
– Even if the model is not very precise, a common approach would be extremely 

valuable

• WLCG is forming a working group to organize a long term activity
– Volunteers should contact the authors of this talk!

• Close collaboration with HEPiX community and the HEP Software 
Foundation is essential and planned

Conclusions
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• Brendan Gregg, Systems 
Performance, Prentice Hall

– Highly recommended 
reading, covers all relevant 
aspects

• Brendan Gregg’s blog
– http://www.brendangregg.com/blog/index.html

• B. Panzer’s tech trends 
summaries
– https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/TechMarketPerf
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